Bahill Glass
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Come along and see the craft of stained glass
panel making in progress. I am setting up my
workshop at the Ethical Gift
aaShop in Huntly. You
will see me working on either a new panel or
restoring an old one. Do come along and find out
more about this addictive craft.
Ethical Gift Shop,No.9 Duke Street,Huntly AB54 8DL
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John Bolland
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Leith Hall, Kennethmont AB54 4NQ

Colourworx
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A decorative painter for 28 years i use my
detailing skills in wildlife art. I am inspired by the
natural world and sell some work to support
aaa selection of artwork
conservation causes. I have
for sale and will be demonstrating my painting
methods. I also have a display of Passementerie.
Leith Hall, Kennethmont AB54 4NQ

My practice sees me creating with the beautiful
medium of glass as well as painting. My artwork
often depicts the natural aa
and historical
environment around me including local lore and
legend with horses featured regularly! I will have
some original artwork as well as prints and cards
Leith Hall, Kennethmont AB54 4NQ
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New to my studio this year there will also be
hand-built ceramic pieces, alongside my bespoke
aa work. All designed
resin jewellery and sculpture
and handcrafted here in my studio.
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Emma Rodenhurst-Grant
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My pieces are wheel thrown, taking inspiration
from the countryside, weather and all things
Scandinavian. I’ve been experimenting
with
aa
different clays and glazes both stoneware and
earthenware.
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The wildlife and landscape of Scotland provide
the inspiration for my stained glass art. Using
aafoiling techniques, I
traditional lead and copper
produce three dimensional pieces, window
panels and artwork set in locally sourced wood..
A warm welcome (and a cuppa) awaits you.
Cragganmore, Wardhouse AB52 6YH.

We lovingly create cute decorative items and
Scottish themed keepsakes from tweed, felt and
fabrics. Mice, sheep, birdsaa
and highland coos often
feature in our work.
The Mouse House, 25 Rowan Ave, Huntly, AB54
8EN

Fiona Leask
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Bennachie Stained
Glass
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Figurative, expressive and varied, John’s work
explores stillness and energy, mood and emotion,
texture and light using watercolour,
acrylic and
aa
print. He will be working on a new set of
woodcuts during the course of the exhibition.
www.aviewfromthelonggrass.com
Leith Hall, Kennethmont AB54 4NQ

Roselyne O’Neill

Two Crafty Mice
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“The Five Mile Draw”. It combines art and my love of walking. Placing our house
Stewartfield in the centre of a five mile circle I study, draw, photograph, collect
materials, print, paint anything and everything in that area.
Stewartfield Farmhouse, Clatt AB54 4PN
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Aal Byres, Mains of Boddam AB52 6NA

Elaine Pollitt

At EPoll Pottery in Oyne I am trying some new designs and new glazes. Although my
original turquoise will be very prevalent. If you want to see the end result, please
come along for a coffee, a chat and some very tactile pots. www.epollpottery.co.uk.
Rose Cottage, Oyne AB52 6QT
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Come along and see the craft of
stained glass panel making in
progress. I am setting
aa up my
workshop at the Ethical Gift Shop in
Huntly. You will see me working on
either a new panel or restoring an
.
old one. .

We lovingly create cute decorative
items and Scottish themed keepsakes
from tweed, felt and
aafabrics. Mice,
sheep, birds and highland coos often
feature in our work.
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Figurative, expressive and varied,
my work explores stillness and
energy, mood andaa
emotion,
texture and light using
watercolour, acrylic and print. I’ll
be working on a new set of
.woodcuts during .the exhibition. .
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My pieces are wheel thrown, taking
inspiration from the countryside,
weather and all things Scandinavian.
aa with different
I’ve been experimenting
clays and glazes both stoneware and
earthenware.
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My practice sees me creating with
the beautiful medium of glass as well
as painting. My work
aadepicts the
natural and historical environment
including local lore and legend with
horses featured regularly! .

I am inspired by the natural world and
sell some work to support
conservation causes. I have a
selection of artworkaa
for sale and will
be demonstrating my painting
methods. I also have a display of
..
Passementerie.
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The wildlife and landscape of
Scotland inspire my stained glass..
aa and copper
Using traditional lead
foiling techniques, I produce three
dimensional pieces, and window
panels set in locally sourced wood.. .
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“The Five Mile Draw”.combines
art and
250
my love of walking. Placing our house .
in the centre of a five mile circle I study,
draw, photograph, collect materials,
print, paint anything and everything in
that area.
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New to my studio this year there will
also be hand-built ceramic pieces,
aa
alongside my bespoke resin jewellery
and sculpture work. All designed and
handcrafted here in my studio.
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At EPoll Pottery in Oyne I am trying some
new designs and new glazes. Although my
original turquoise will be very prevalent.
If you want to see the end result, please
come along for a coffee, a chat and some
.
very tactile pots.

